J. O. Kiltinen proves that every infinite field admits a nondiscrete, Hausdorff field topology. In this note it is shown that every countable field K admits 22 ° many field topologies, which even fail to be the join of locally bounded ring topologies.
Introduction.
In §2 we give a method for generating a fundamental system {VAn g o?} of neighborhoods of zero for a field topology on K. To do this, we first define the notion of a condition. This is a function from ojx{0, 1} into the set of finite subsets of AT with some further properties. A condition p decides for a finite number of elements of K if they are elements of Vn or not by saying r is an element of Vn if r ep(n, 0) and r is not an element of Vn if r g/?(h, 1). Given two conditions/? and/?', then/?' extends p if/?(«, i)<^p'(n, i) for every («, /). If G is a chain of conditions, then by the above decision process we get a fundamental system of a field topology.
Since a condition decides only for a finite number of elements of K if they are elements of Vn or not, we can prove in §3 that there are "many" possibilities to extend a condition. In §4 we define what it means for a set of chains of conditions to be entwined. If ©x and ©2 are different nonempty subsets of an entwined set then the join-topologies V {^~g\C e ©i) and V {^~c/\C g ©2} are also different. Using the results of §3 we can construct an entwined set of power 2No of chains of conditions in such a way that for every subset ©x the topology V {^a\C e ©i) is not the join of locally bounded ring topologies.
2. Chains of conditions. Let (K, +, -, 0, 1) be a countable field and let <f>K denote the set of functions <pd, q>c, q>b and cpa,aeK, defined by cpd(X) = Xl(l-X), tpe(X)=X-X, (pb(X) = X-X and <pa(X) = a ■ X, for every subset X oî K with 1 £ X. Since K is countable there is a sequence (<pn)neo> °f elements of <f>K such that the set {n\<p = <pn} is infinite for every cp e <f>K. A sequence {V"\n e ft?} of subsets of K is called a fundamental system, if 1 $ K, K+ic K, <Pn(Vn+i)^ Vn. For every field topology there is a basic system of neighborhoods of zero which is a fundamental system, and every fundamental system determines a field topology.
Definition.
A function/» from o>x{0, 1} into the set of all finite subsets of K is called a condition, if the following properties hold:
(a) 0 ep(n, 0) and 1 ep(n, 1), (h) p(n,0)nP(n, 1)=0, (c) p(n+l,i)^p(n,i), (d) <pn(p(n+\,0))^p(n,0). Let P be the set of all conditions. P is not empty, since p° defined by p(n, /') = {'} for every ne co, is an element of P. If p and p are two conditions we say that p' extends p (written p^p'), if p(n, i) is a subset of p'(n, i) for every (n,i) e a>x{0, 1}. ^ isa partial ordering of P. If G is a chain of conditions, then V® is defined to be \J {p(n, 0)\p e G}.
Theorem.
Let G be a chain of conditions, then {V®\nem} is a fundamental system.
The proof is straightforward if we use the fact that <Pn(U {Pin + 1. 0) | p e G}) = U {?>"(/>(« + 1, 0)) | p 6 G}.
For every chain of conditions let^Q denote the field topology which is determined by {V¡¡\n 6 eo}.
If ¿F is afield topology with a countable basis, then there is a chain G of conditions such that ZF=3~G.
Proof.
Let {V"\n e cd} be a fundamental system which determines the topology 2T and let (r'¿)keo> be a well ordering of Vn for each n em. By recursion we define for every m a condition pm as follows:
PJn, i) = pm(n + 1, 0 U <p"(pm(n +\,i))v{rn3\0<:j <:mn} if n ^ m and i = 0, = {/} otherwise.
Let G be the set {pm\m e u>}. Then we have for every n that V¡¡= Vn and therefore is ^r"e=5í". D
Extensions of conditions.
Here we prove that for every condition p, for each (n, i)ewx {0, 1} and for nearly all (this means that for all but finitely many) r e K there exists a condition pr^p such that r epr(n, i). This will enable us to prove in §3 that there are "many" different chains of conditions. First the easy case.
Theorem.
Let p be a condition and new. Then for nearly all r e K there is a condition pr such that pr^p and r epT(n, 1).
Proof.
Let r e K, r <£/?(0, 0). If we define pr as follows : Proof. If <p= <pd we define H' to be {//(I -g)\f, g e H). Since 1 £ H (0) we have for nearly all r g K, 1 ^ H(r). Let r be such an element of K. Then for nearly all r e K, H"(r) = <pn(H'(r)). Let L be the set of these r's. If we define H'" = H'\JH", then we have that H"'(C>)cp(n,0). By assumption there are for nearly all r 6 K conditions p'r^.p such that:
(1) H'"(r)^p'r(n, 0), pr has the desired properties. Since nearly all r e K are in LC\L'', the theorem holds for n+1.
8. Corollary. Let p be a condition and new. Then for nearly all r e K there are conditions pr^.p, such that r epr(n, 0).
Take H to be {id}, where id is the function which maps every element of K onto itself. By Theorem 7 we get the desired result. D 4. Entwined sets of chains of conditions. To prove that there are 22N° many field topologies on K, it suffices to show that there is a set © of power 2s'0 of chains of conditions such that for any two different nonempty subsets ©! and ©2 of OE the join-topologies V {^0\G e ©j} and V {¿FG\G e©2} are a'so different.
9. Definition. Let © be a set of chains of conditions. © is called entwined if, for every ne m and for every finite subset {C72|0^/^w} of®, there are conditions pt e Gt, 05=/^m, such that H {pi(n, 0) | 1 :g /' 5= m] n p0 (0, 1) is not empty.
An easy consequence of Definition 9 is that there is a sequence which converges to zero in all of the topologies ^"G , • • • , &a but which is bounded away from zero in &'Q 10. Theorem. If (5 is entwined, then V {^~q\G e ©\{C70}} is not finer than STQ for every G0 e ©.
Suppose \/{S~tí\G e tb\{G0}} is finer than ^~0o for some G0 e ©. Then there are GX, ■ ■ ■ , Gm e © and kx,. . . , km e m such that n{K«'|l ^¿^m}<= F0G».
Letfc0=max{A:¿|l^í^/?7}. Since© is entwined, there are conditions/?^ e Qt, 0</<w, such that M=f] {pf(k0, 0)|l^i^w}O/>0(0, 1) is not empty. If r e M, then r e K^,c Vj?' and r e V^°. This is a contradiction. D 11. Corollary. Let © be entwined and ©1; ©2 nonempty different subsets of'©. Then \J {&' G\G e ©J and V {Fq\G g ©2} are different.
Proof. Let ©j, ©2<=© such that ©15"£©2. We may suppose that there is a G0 G©! with £70 ^©2. Because © is entwined V {$~ q\G £&>\{G0}} is not finer than ST Gi¡. V {-T G\G g©\{C0}} is finer than V {<ro|GG©2} and V {^c;\C e ©1} is finer than ^G<¡. Thus, V {&"g\g e ©2} ¡s not finer than VÍ^'gIGg©!}. D
Now we want to show that there is an entwined © of power 2No. We identify each natural number with the set of its predecessors. n2 denotes the set of functions from n into 2 and "2 the set of those from a? into 2. If/is such a function, then f\n is the restriction of/to n. By induction over n, we shall choose, for each/G n+12, a condition pf such that:
(1) pt^pt.
(2) /(0, 1) nf| {/?»(«, 0)|g g "+12 and g^/} is not empty. 12. Theorem.
© is an entwined set of power 2No of chains of conditions.
It is sufficient to show that © is entwined. Let g0 g a2 and let gt e"'2\{g0}, I5îiïjm. Then for each n there is a k>n such that g0]k $ {gt]k\\^i^m}. By 2, we know that />"<J*(0, l)nf| {/><"1*(jfc-l,0)| 1^/iSm} is not empty. Since A:-1^« we have that pg'^k(k-1, 0) is a subset of />ffils:(w, 0). This implies thatpqo]k(0, l)nf| {/?9'li:(«,0)|l^i^w} is not empty. Thus, © is entwined. D Now we shall prove that we have constructed © in such a way that for each ©jC© the topology V{^o|Ge®i} is not the join of locally bounded ring topologies. By [1] it is sufficient to show that there is a neighborhood V of zero such that for every neighborhood [/<= V there is an n g cu with U"<t V.
Theorem.
For every ©'<=©, y {¿Fa\G e ©'} fails to be the join of locally bounded ring topologies.
Proof.
Let G0 e©' be given and let U be a neighborhood of zero, f/<= Vq°. Then there are finitely many G¿ 6©', l^z'^m, and a k e a> such that C] {V^'l^i^m}^ U. By the definition of © there are functions f e k+12, O^i^m, such that pfi(k, 0)<= V%\ From 3 it follows that there is an r e f] {pfi(k, 0)|l^/^w} and a z e w, z^O, such that rz epf°(0, 1). Hence, t/z4; Vg* and therefore V {^o\G e ©'} is not the Join of locally bounded ring topologies.
